
COVID-19 POCUS Protocol

Lung: Save one clip        at six locations

Standard exams

1. Obtain images in the sequence below if possible, and/or use labels (especially lung locations)  
2. Input pt. name + MRN before saving images- use bar code scanner if available
3. Keep all devices charged

Cardiac: Save at least one 3-second clip        of each view

Parasternal Long Apical 4-chamber Subxiphoid*Parasternal Short
Mid-papillary
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IVC: Save one M-mode 
image       or clip        of the IVC 
throughout respiratory cycle

Once pattern is 
identified, move to 
next location
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Obtaining lower lobe views:
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?s: avengero@uw.edu
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*Start here if difficult views



Ultrasound Machine Cleaning for Airborne Isolation

Cart-Based Machines

BEFORE YOU ENTER THE ROOM: 
1. Remove all probes you won’t be using
2. Only take in the items you need for the exam
3. Take everything else off the machine
4. Ensure there are purple wipes inside and outside the room
5. Find a PPE partner to help you
6. Follow the PPE Donning checklist
7. ***Double glove while scanning***

INSIDE THE ROOM AFTER SCAN COMPLETE (1st cleaning)
1. Move the machine as close to the door as possible
2. Remove outer gloves, perform hand hygiene
3. Remain in all other PPE
4. Use a purple wipe on all probes used on patient; discard wipe 
5. Use second wipe (more if needed) to clean machine from the top down, avoiding 

excess moisture on the screen. No need to wipe down the wheels
6. Ensure all surfaces remain wet for at least 2 minutes
7. After PPE partner opens the door, move machine outside as far as possible

OUTSIDE THE ROOM (2nd cleaning)
1. Follow the PPE Doffing checklist with your PPE partner
2. Perform hand hygiene and put on a new pair of gloves
3. Repeat wipe down procedure as performed inside the room

Handheld Machines

If using Butterfly with a cell phone or ipod: 
• Before entering the room: place entire apparatus in a sterile probe cover
• After scanning: remove cover while still inside the room and purple wipe 

entire apparatus. Wait 2 minutes, then hand out to anteroom or warm zone
• Outside the room: after doffing, repeat purple wipe 

If using a tablet device (freestanding or mounted on a wheeled pole): treat the
entire apparatus as you would a cart-based machine using the steps above


